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Grinding burn has been one of the re-occurring issues at a leading automotive 
manufacturer. Historically when grinding burn occurred, trial and error was used to 
delicately find a set up process settings that provided good-enough-to-get-by results, but 
not optimal. Some changes include changing the coolant manifold to improve the coolant 
flow and rate, changing the grinding wheel, changing the type of coolant. The 
experiments have proved to introduce some improvements, however the occurrence of 
grinding burns have not been reduced or quantified and the cause of the grinding burn has 
not been identified or quantified. Grinding is a complex phenomenon and there are many 
variables that play a role in grinding burn and have to be studied as a complete system.  
This thesis aims at studying the cause of grinding burn in crankshaft systematically using 
World Class Manufacturing’s Advanced Kaizen methodology.  
 While the Advanced Kaizen provides the framework to approach the grinding 
burn, Design of experiments is the tool used in the Kaizen to study the grinding burn. In 
production scenarios, running a design of experiment poses many challenges, which 
range from availability of resources, time, material batches, some factors being hard to 
  
change etc. These challenges and restrictions can affect the three main principles of DOE 
namely, Randomization, Replication, and blocking. Hence selecting the right type of 
DOE and performing the right kind of analysis becomes crucial. This thesis focuses on 
this objective and introduces Fractional Factorial Split plot Design to analyze the 
grinding burn issue.  
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background: 
  Grinding is one of the final machining steps in crankshaft manufacturing, 
where the crankshaft achieves the required tolerance specification and surface integrity. 
Grinding requires a very large energy input per unit volume of material removed 
(Malkin). A large portion of this energy is converted to heat energy which is concentrated 
in the surface layers of the material after grind, resulting in a rapid rise in the localized 
temperature, hence causing high residual stress and some burn defects. Several variables 
like grinding speed, feed, coolant flow etc., play a prominent role in grinding and can 
cause grinding burns. A major automotive manufacturer had severe occurrences of 
grinding burn and this thesis was developed to address the grinding burn issue at the 
manufacturer's site using Root Cause Analysis tools and Design of Experiments. 
  Several experiments were conducted to reduce grinding burn at the automotive 
manufacturing plant in the past, by changing different variables, however none of the 
experiments quantified a reduction in grinding burn. If the problem is not rectified, it may 
result in loss to the department in terms of inspection, rework and scrap. 
 Many industries, have adopted and developed their own Production System 
models based on Toyota Production System to reduce and eliminate waste. The 
manufacturer in this thesis case study, have their own Production System, which presents 
various continuous improvement tools like 5S, Quick Kaizen, Standard Kaizen, Major 
Kaizen and Advanced Kaizen. Quick Kaizens and Standard Kaizens present 
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methodologies and tools to attack the low hanging fruits or easy to solve problems that 
may have huge/ less financial benefit. These tools and methodologies have been 
successfully used to advantage by the operators and engineers at the manufacturer's site.  
Major Kaizens and Advanced Kaizens need team of specialized cross functional team 
members, who are familiar with process to attack the higher losses in the department. 
Major Kaizen has been used by many engineers successfully at the manufacturer's site 
whereas Advanced Kaizens have not been used much. While major Kaizen employs root 
cause tools like 5 Why's, 4M's , Advanced Kaizen steps up to use more statistical analysis 
like DOE for studying the problems and  exploring new possibilities. Advanced Kaizens 
have not been explored and applied much at the manufacturer's site. Hence there is a need 
to explore the advantages of the Advanced Kaizen methodology and different tools in the 
Kaizen and this thesis aims to explore the same. 
1.2. Overview of the Grinding Machine and Dressing: 
1.2.1. Grinding Machine: 
Crankshaft grinding is done in 2 grinders, one for grinding the crank main journals and 
other for grinding the crank pin journals. The focus of this thesis is on the crankshaft 
main journal grinder. The main journal grinder is an external cylindrical plunge grinder, 
in which the abrasive wheel is mounted on an axis parallel to the work piece axis. The 
wheel axis feeds into the work piece surface while both rotate in the same directions. 
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One of the critical steps in main journal grinding is the grinding of thrust walls or side 
walls. Thrust walls are perpendicular to the main journal and is ground using the side of 
the grinding wheel. The crank main journal grinding, along with the sidewalls is done as 
explained below. The crankshaft is held in place by offsetting chucks along the 
crankshafts main axes. The main journal to be ground is centered to the wheel by moving 
the work in linear axis-X. The grinding wheel then travels linearly (Z direction) towards 
the crank main journal, first grinding the side wall, then the fillet radius and, finally, the 
face of the main or the diameter of the journal, and then retracts. The process is then 
repeated for the other main journals on the crankshaft.  
1.2.2. Grinding Wheel & dressing: 
The grinding wheel is a layered wheel with the outer layer made of a high performance 
grinding abrasive called silicone gel, or Norton’s brand name TG. TG is a ceramic-like 
Figure 1.1. Cylindrical Plunge Grinding (Prof. 
Dr.-Ing. F. Klocke) 
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substance that has been extruded into “noodles” about .7mm in DIA and then cut up into 
small lengths and this is bonded into a wheel. The center part of the wheel is standard 
aluminum oxide abrasive. The reason for using the layered wheel is that the thrust wall 
grinding is very hard on the wheel and is difficult to keep the true form radius as the 
thrust walls are ground. The diameter of grinding wheel is 42.0” and the usable portion of 
the wheel is up to 30.0” diameter. 
There are two types of dressing done on the grinding wheel, dressing of the diameter and 
sidewall dressing. The sidewall dressing is done only once on the wheel throughout its 
life. As the new wheel is put on the grinding machine, the side wall is dressed with a 
diamond point tool, taking off ½ mm width from each side of the wheel. The wheel width 
then becomes equal to the required distance between the fillets on the crank, as per the 
specifications. The diameter dressing is done every time the crank main journal diameter 
is ground and is explained below. 
The Grinding cycle for each main consists of 4 Set points (Set point 3, Set point 2, Set 
point 1, Set point 0) and each Set point has different speeds and feed rate. Set point 3 
starts with in-feed of grinding wheel as it grinds the crank main shoulders or the journal 
walls, followed by rough grinding of the crank main diameter. As the rough grinding is 
completed, the wheel dwells and gets its final dressing. Set point 2 is when the grinding 
wheel does micro feed for finish grinding of the crank followed by a dwell to spark-out at 
Set point 1. Set point 0 indicates the end of grinding of a main to final dimensions. 
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1.3 Objectives of the Thesis: 
The primary objective of this thesis is to study the key process variables that cause 
grinding burn and affect the quality of the ground crankshaft mains. The key grinding 
variables are identified in this work, then studied using Design of Experiments and a 
regression equation showing how different factors contribute to the Barkhausen's signal is 
developed.  
The secondary objective is to apply and explore the Advanced Kaizen methodology, 
presented by the case study - manufacturer's Production Systems, by introducing the step 
by step methodology to determine the root cause of grinding burn. 
Ultimately, the thesis aims at identifying the grinding variables that cause grinding burn, 
using root cause analysis tools in Advanced Kaizen methodology and studying those 
variables using Design of Experiments. 
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 
Grinding is an abrasive machining process that removes material with large number of 
cutting edges called grits to produce finer surface finish with tighter tolerance.  
High energy is required to grind the work piece and heat is generated on the surface 
between the grinding wheel and the work piece, making grinding more prone to thermal 
damages. 
2.1 Grinding Basics: 
Grinding can be divided into 4 basic operations [12]:  
1. Peripheral Surface Grinding 
2. Peripheral Cylindrical Grinding 
3. Face Surface Grinding 
4. Face cylindrical Grinding 
If grinding operation is done with the face of the wheel, then it is called Face Grinding 
and if it is done with periphery of the wheel, it is called Peripheral Grinding. The 
Peripheral and Face grinding operations are further classified into surface or cylindrical 
grinding based on if the work piece has a linear motion or rotating motion respectively. 
All the four types of grinding are illustrated in the Fig 2.1. 
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Figure 2. 1. Four Basic Grinding Operations using straight wheels [12] 
2.1.1 Thermal Modeling of Grinding: 
 The most common problem in crankshaft grinding is the occurrence of burn, 
which leads to reduction in fatigue strength, dimensional accuracy and surface integrity 
issues. As per Malkin, Grinding requires a very large energy input per unit volume of 
material removed and a large portion of this energy is converted to heat energy that is 
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concentrated in the grinding zone. The high heat energy may cause oxidation burn or 
softening or residual tensile stresses or re-hardening burn, depending on input parameters 
and the interaction of thermal, mechanical and metallurgical forces. Hence a good 
understanding of the grinding process is required and past research on thermal modeling 
can alleviate the knowledge of grinding process. 
There are 3 basic approaches to modeling grinding process [13]: 
1. Empirical modeling 
2. Physical modeling 
3. Rule based modeling 
 Empirical modeling uses techniques like Regression analysis, Neural networks to 
find relationship between input grinding conditions and output variables like Material 
removal rate, surface finish etc. In empirical modeling, Design of experiments is 
performed and a correlation between input and output parameters is established. The 
advantage of Empirical modeling is that it is a good description of special problems 
occurring in industries [14].  However, Experimental works are usually time and capital-
consuming which limits their application. Also, there is a limited possibility to 
extrapolate the experimental results on different grinding methods and grinding 
conditions.  
 Physical modeling includes analytical modeling and numerical modeling like 
FEA, kinetics. These models aim to develop predictive models that are derived from 
basic physical and constitutional laws. Based on the knowledge of a process and the 
selection of appropriate physical quantities, physical models can be developed using 
mathematical formulations. These models are manufacturing independent and describes\ 
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inner contexts. The disadvantages, however is that the exact formulation of context is 
often impossible and high development input is necessary [14].  
 Rule based modeling include knowledge based systems and fuzzy logic systems. 
These models are applicable only for specific application and sophisticated knowledge 
base is important to achieve good predictions. These models are usually combined with 
other model approaches for improving the effectiveness. 
 Since the analytical models are based on physical laws, a deeper insight into these 
models can help understand the physical interactions happening in the grinding process 
and also can help in better understanding the empirical model, this thesis is focused on. 
Key findings and research towards thermal modeling of grinding is done by many 
researchers, include, but not limited to the list in the following figure 2.2. [15]. 
 
 
1952 Outwater Shear Plane Paritioning Model
1962 Hahn Partition between grain and workpiece
1966 Makino Real contact length le>lg
1970 Des RuisseauxFluid convection
1971 Malkin Limiting Chip Energy 
1978 Snoeys Triangular Heat Flux Distribution
1987 Howes Fluid Film boiling
1988 Pettit Partition between wheel and workpiece
1989 Lavine Conical Grain model
1991 Morgan Transient Heat transfer
1993 Qi Contact length based on contact forces
1994 Rowe Critical Temperature
1995 Tonshoff Critical Temperature for tensile stresses
Fig 2.2. Key developments and researchers in thermal modeling 
of grinding 
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A review of Malkin's thermal model [17] is done in the following pages to get an insight 
to the physical interactions happening in the grinding. The majority of the thermal 
grinding models developed are based on the pioneering work of Jaeger’s [16] two 
dimension moving band heat source theory from 1942. As per Jaeger's model, 
temperature field is considered to arise from a plane heat source moving along the surface 
of a semi-infinite body whose thermal conductivity and specific heat are independent of 
temperature. The assumptions of the model are that the flat heat source is a constant and 
has an equally distributed heat flux density and that the entire heat input stays in the 
process. The maximum dimensionless temperature θm occurring at the surface is given by 
Jaeger as 
θm = (πkv/2αq) θm = 3.543L
1/2 
…...........................................................................................................................(2.1) 
where, L = Vl/2α 
where, 
θm= maximum dimensionless surface temperature 
λ = thermal conductivity (Wmm-1K-1) 
v = velocity of heat source (mm/s) 
α = thermal diffusivity (mm2/s) 
q = specific heat flux (Jmm
-2
s
-1
) 
θm = maximum temperature (K) 
l = half-length of heat source (mm) 
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Malkin's analytical model is discussed below in a cylindrical plunge grinding with wheel 
and work piece rotating with velocities Vs and Vw respectively. The grinding energy is 
dissipated over the grinding zone of length lc and width b normal to the plane shown in 
figure 2.3. 
 
Assumptions from Malkin include: 
1. The grinding zone is modeled as plane band source of heat moving along the 
semi-infinite solid (work surface) as the work piece is much larger than the 
grinding zone and is represented in Fig 2.3. [17]  
Fig 2.3. External Cylindrical grinding and 
corresponding thermal model for grinding 
zone temperature [17] 
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2. Energy partition-The total grinding energy entering the system is consumed by 
three components: chip formation, ploughing and sliding [18].  
3. Malkin’s model assumes all heat generated is converted to heat in the work piece, 
and does not consider any heat from the grinding zone to the grinding wheel, 
grinding fluid, or the chips. 
4. Uniform heat distribution is assumed as opposed to triangular heat assumption by 
researchers like Rowe. 
5. Elastic deformation between the wheel and work piece is neglected 
Based on assumption 2, the total specific energy is given by, 
  U= Usl+Upl+Uch….........................................................................................................................(2.2) 
Malkin noted that all energy from sliding is converted to heat, most of the ploughing 
energy is converted to heat, and 55 percent of the chip formation energy is converted into 
heat within the work piece surface. He summarized that all grinding energy except for 45 
% of chip formation energy is conducted as heat [17]. Hence the fraction of energy to the 
work piece is given by, 
  R = (Usl+Upl+0.55Uch)/ U = (U-0.45Uch)...........................................................(2.3) 
In Jaeger's equation (2.1), Malkin makes the assumptions that v corresponding to the 
velocity of the heat source is the workpiece velocity Vw and that the half length l of the 
heat source is half the arc length of contact lc, as shown in Equation 2.4 and 2.5 
respectively. 
  v = Vw ………………………………...........................................…………………………………….(2.4) 
where, Vw  = Workpiece velocity (mm/s) 
  l = lc/2 ………………………………...........................................…………………………………….(2.5) 
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where, lc = contact length (mm) 
Based on assumption 5, arc of length of contact is given by Equation 2.6. Malkin also 
notes that, because of the smaller contact length the heat distribution over the area will be 
greater and achieve similar results to the higher temperatures achieved by the  
triangular distribution method. 
  Lc= (ade)
1/2
………………………...........................................…………………….……………….(2.6) 
where, de is the equivalent diameter given by Equation 2.7. 
  de = dwds/(dw+/- ds)…………............................................…………………………………….(2.7) 
The heat flux, which is the energy input rate to the work piece per unit area over the 
grinding zone is calculated considering that only a fraction R of the total energy is 
conducted to the workpiece. The heat flux q is given in the equation 2.8. 
  q = RuVwab/lcb………............................................…………………………….............……….(2.8) 
where, b is the width of the wheel. 
Combining Jaeger's equation 2.1 and Malkin's derivations from equation 2.2 to equation 
2.8, the maximum grinding zone temperature θm is given by, 
  θm = 1.128α
1/2
a
3/4
Vw
1/2
(U-0.45Uch) / kde
1/4
……………………............……….(2.9) 
Rearranging the terms in equation 2.8, he specific energy corresponding to the maximum 
temperature in the grinding zone is given by equation 2.10, 
  U = 0.45Uch + (Kθm /1.128α
1/2
) de
1/4
a
-3/4
Vw
-1/2
………….……….......…….(2.10) 
The critical temperature for the onset of burn was determined to be 650
ο
C for steel and it 
was also deemed that the temperatures would vary depending on the composition of the 
steel [17].  The critical specific energy U* at burning threshold is given by equation 2.11, 
  U* = U0 + Bde
1/4
a
-3/4
Vw
-1/2
………….…….................................................….......…….(2.11) 
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Malkin compared the measured specific energy with the threshold specific energy given 
by equation (2.10) to predict if the burn is occurring or not. Due to infeasibility of 
measuring specific grinding energy in production environment, he recommends using 
measured power to compare against the threshold power as in equation (2.12) to 
determine the onset of burn. The threshold power is obtained by multiplying critical 
specific energy U* by removal rate per unit width ba. 
  P = U0ba + B de
1/4
a
1/4
Vw
1/2
……….......................................................……….......…….(2.11) 
As per Malkin's thermal model, heat generated depends on the geometric relationships of 
the grinding process, such as the diameter of work piece, the work piece speed and depth 
of cut of the grinding wheel. Rowe's thermal model assumes a  triangular heat flux and 
also considers heat partition to chips, coolant, work piece and grain  and his model 
depicts the relationship of heat generated to thermal properties of the work piece and 
wheel, the influences of the coolant, the speeds of the wheel and work piece, the depth of 
cut, the actual contact length [5]. 
2.1.2 Grinding Burn: 
Grinding Burn is defined as overheating a localized area of the work in grinding 
operations. Based on the degree of burn, grinding burn can be classified into 4 categories:  
1. Oxidation burn 
2. Thermal softening 
3. Residual Tensile stress 
4. Re-hardening burn 
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Oxidation burn, characterized with a discoloration of the work piece, is caused by a thin 
surface layer of oxidized metal and coolant and occurs usually without the part suffering 
from any metallurgical damage. The visible burn in steel is characterized by a bluish 
temper color on the work surface. Oxidation burn can be seen on the ground surface 
and/or close to the grinding region, where temperatures are high due to conduction. The 
oxidation burn is the first stage for burn and the work piece becomes rougher along with 
sudden increase in wheal wear. Furthermore, the adhesion of work to the wheel and re-
welding of the chips to work is seen [17]. Thermal softening, characterized by softened 
work piece or deformed work, occurs when the grinding temperature exceeds the 
tempering temperature of the work piece. Grinding of steel is usually preceded by 
induction hardening process. Hence the grinding heat causes softening of work. 
Tempering of steel is affected by both temperature and time. Takazawa expressed the 
time relationship by factor lc/Vw, which is the time taken for grinding zone or heat source 
to pass a given point on work surface. 
Residual tensile stress, characterized by work piece cracking, occurs when thermal 
expansion of the work piece exceeds beyond its yield stress. However the work piece 
cracking is not present immediately. Residual tensile stress can lessen the part’s fatigue 
life during its intended use and, if severe enough, can cause it to crack immediately. The 
mechanism of residual stress is listed in the figure 2.4 and is explained below [19]. 
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The existence of residual stresses is attributed to both mechanical and thermal effects. 
The mechanical effect forms compressive forces that improve the fatigue strength 
whereas the thermal effects induce tensile stresses which have negative effects on the 
fatigue strength of the material. The hotter material closer to the surface tends to 
thermally expand, but is partially constrained by subsurface material. This causes 
compressive thermal stresses, which big enough can cause yielding in compression. 
During cooling, the plastically upset material wants to be shorter than subsurface material 
causing development of tensile stresses [18]. Re-hardening burn, characterized by a thin 
layer of hard, brittle material, occurs when the grinding temperature exceeds the 
austenizing temperature [1]. 
Figure 2.4. Different ways grinding force and grinding 
heat affect the residual stress. [19] 
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Oxidation burn is usually visual, however thermal softening and Residual tensile stress 
burns cannot be detected with eyes. Residual stresses can be detected with X-ray 
diffraction or acid dipping or by measuring Barkhausen's noise signals. 
2.1.3. Grinding Burn Detection: 
Thermal damage is a common problem in grinding due to large amount of heat developed 
during the process and needs to be reliably avoided. There has been a constant need and 
research done towards monitoring and evaluating the thermal damage in grinding. Figure 
2.5. shows different methods that are available for evaluation of thermal damage in 
grinding. 
 
Micromagnetic analysis using Barkhausen's noise signal is reviewed in the following 
paragraph as this thesis uses Barkhausen's signal to evaluate thermal damage in grinding. 
Figure 2.5. Methods for evaluation of thermal damage in grinding [20] 
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2.1.3.1. Principle of Barkhausen Noise Analysis [21]: 
When a magnetizing field is placed near the ferromagnetic material, the magnetic domain 
walls within the metal moves microscopically causing a net magnetization change. As 
these domain walls move, it emits an electrical pulse that can be detected by a coil of 
conducting wire placed nearby. Compilation of these electrical pulses is referred to as 
Barkhausen noise. The amplitude of this signal is referred to as magneto-elastic 
parameter. Precipitates, dislocations, grain boundaries and residual stresses impede the 
motion of domain walls and hence affect the magneto-elastic parameter.  
As a result of magneto elastic interaction, in materials with positive magnetic anisotropy 
(iron, most steels and cobalt), compressive stresses and increasing hardness will decrease 
the intensity of Barkhausen noise while tensile stresses and decreasing hardness increase 
it as shown in figure 2.6. Grinding burn decreases the hardness and increases tensile 
stress. Hence the grinding burn can be detected with increased amplitude of Barkhausen 
noise signal. 
2.1.3.2. Instrumentation: 
 
Figure 2.6. Effect of BN amplitude on stress and hardness [20] 
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Rollscan from stresstech is commonly used in grinding for detecting burns using 
Barkhausen noise. The machine set up consists of an electromagnet to magnetize the 
Ferro-magnetic work piece, a sensor to capture the Barkhausen noise signals, an 
amplifier, a filter and display unit. The amplitude is calculated by RMS equation and data 
is digitized for output to computer.  
2.1.3.3. Setting up the Barkhausen rejection criteria for burn: 
The severity of work burn from other methods like nital etch is correlated with 
Barkhausen's magneto-elastic (MP) parameter values. Based on the correlation, the 
rejection criteria is set up for different materials and models.  
2.1.4. Effect of grinding variables on grinding burn – Past research: 
A lot of researchers have tested their analytical models with series of experiments and 
have found correlation between input and output models. Aaron Walsh developed a 
thermal model for crankshaft pin grinding, based on Malkin's and Rowe's thermal model 
and found that thermal burn was more likely to occur on the shoulder of the crankshaft 
pin than anywhere else on the pin [22]. His research showed that the amount of energy 
entering the grinding system depends mainly on three variables: the surface speed of the 
grinding wheel, the friction constant between the wheel and work piece, and the work 
removal parameter of the grinding system. Research on axial plunge grinding, axial face 
grinding and multi-step axial face grinding with CBN wheels revealed that grinding burn 
can be controlled by use of high pressure cleaning nozzles directed to region of burn [26] 
. 
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2.2. Design of Experiments: 
 The analytical models help greatly in understanding the fundamentals of grinding 
process. However they require knowledge of parameters such as energy partition, real 
contact length, wear flat area, power consumption etc, which are not readily known in 
production environment and also lack instrumentation to measure them precisely. To that, 
the cost and time for measuring these parameters and different materials and models add 
more complexity to applying analytical models [10]. Hence empirical models, which use 
Design of experiments to fit a regression equation seems to work better and 
comparatively less expensive in production environment.  
2.2.1. Basics and Principles of Design of Experiments: 
Design of Experiments is a structured, organized method to find relationship between 
output dependent variables and input independent variables. It involves making 
simultaneous, intentional changes to process input variables, called factors, in order to 
observe changes in the output response [4]. Three important principles of Design of 
Experiments are Randomization, Replication and Blocking [9]. Randomization means 
randomly assigning the treatments to the experimental units. Randomization ensures that 
every experimental unit has an equal chance of receiving any specific treatment. 
Experiments need to be randomized to satisfy the statistical assumption that all 
observations (or errors) are independently distributed random variables. Replication 
means assigning at least one treatment to more than one experimental unit. The main 
purpose of replication is to create an estimate of experimental error, to construct 
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statistical tests for factor significance. Blocking seeks to minimize the impact of effects 
of possible ‘‘nuisance’’ influences not of direct concern for the specific experiment [4].  
2.2.2. Fractional Factorial Split Plot Design: 
 In a complex process like grinding, there can be several variables or factors that 
influence the output parameters. Experimenters can build simple models by running a 
fraction of the full factorial experiments to determine which factors have large effects [9]. 
Such experiments are called Fractional Factorial screening experiments. In Fractional 
Factorial experiments, the experimenter reasonably assumes that higher order interactions 
are negligible, thereby reducing the time and cost for experimentation. Industrial 
experimenters often encounter situations where some experimental factors are hard to 
change. In particular, it may be difficult to change the level for one of the factors. In this 
case, practitioners typically fix the level of the difficult to-change factor and run all the 
combinations of the other factors, which leads to a split-plot design [4]. The fractional 
factorial experiments with randomization restriction are called Fractional Factorial Split 
Plot Designs. The hard-to-change factors are called whole plot factors and easy-to change 
factors are called subplot factors and correspondingly the experimental units where 
whole-plot factors are applied are called whole-plots and experimental units where sub 
plots are applied are called sub-plots. In split plot design, the whole plots are run as 
completely randomized design and sub plots are run as randomized block design with 
blocks as plots.  This design was first developed and used for mainly agronomic 
experiments (Yates, 1937), but has found its applications in industrial scenario widely 
today.  
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Significant features of the split-plot design constitute: 
1. The levels of all the factors are not randomly determined and reset for 
each experimental run.[23] 
2. The experimental unit for whole plot factor and experimental unit for sub 
plot factors are different. The experimental units for sub-plot factors 
become the observational units for whole plot factors. The split plot design 
has two error terms, one for whole plot and other for sub plot factor, as 
opposed to single error term as in completely randomized design.  
3.  There is a restriction on the random assignment of the treatment 
combinations to the experimental unit.  
The standard full factorial split plot model (D.R. Bingham & R.R. Sitter) is represented 
by, 
 y = f(WP effects)+ E+ g(SP effects) + e 
where E and e are whole plot error term and sub plot error terms respectively and f(.) and 
g(.) are functions of whole plot and subplot design parameters. [7] 
2.2.3. Advantages of Split-Plot experiments: 
 Advantages of Split-Plot designs include reduced cost, improved efficiency and 
increased validity of experimental results. Cost, efficiency and validity of using split plot 
design has been discussed in greater detail by authors Bradley Jones and Christopher J. 
Nachtsheim [24] and the efficiency of using Split Plot and Strip Plot designs have been 
analyzed by George Box and Stephen Zones [25].  The hard-to-change factors are 
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changed only during the whole plot runs in Split-Plot experiments, which is 
comparatively smaller than the total runs. Whereas, in a completely random design, every 
factor is changed in every run, hence the cost and time for resources for doing a split plot 
experiment is comparatively less than Completely Randomized Designs.  Split-Plot 
designs are more valid in many industrial scenarios. In many real industrial cases, the 
experimenter resorts the treatment orders to minimize the number of changes of hard-to-
change factor, but analyzes the experiments in completely randomized design. This may 
produce erroneous results and hence running the experiments and analyzing the Split-plot 
experiments the right way improves the validity of results from experiments.  
2.2.4. Design rules for Fractional Factorial Design: 
The fractional factorial design brings the concept of confounding/aliasing to design of 
experiments. Typically, the variation among whole plots is much larger than the variation 
among sub-plots. This implies that comparisons among whole-plot treatments are less 
precise than comparisons among sub-plot comparisons. With respect to this, the split plot 
design has higher degrees of freedom for sub plot versus the whole plot and hence has 
higher power to detect sub plot factors than to detect whole plot factors. Hence careful 
attention has to be given to which factors to fractionate to get a better design of 
experiments. In addition, the alias between whole plot factor and sub plot factor adds 
complexity. This is because the significance of a whole plot factor is determined by 
comparing the factor sum of squares to whole plot error and significance of sub plot 
factor is determined by comparing the factor sum of squares to sub plot error [7] 
To resolve this, Assumptions in designs based on Bisgaard (2000) are considered: 
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1. WP main effects and interactions involving only WP factors are compared to WP 
error. 
2. SP main effects or interactions that are aliased with SP main effects or 
interactions involving only WP factors are compared to WP error. 
3. SP main effects and interactions involving at least one SP factor that are not 
aliased with WP main effects or interactions involving only WP factors are 
compared to SP error. [7] 
Minimum aberration criteria, along with catalog of minimum aberration for 16 run 
and 32 run Fractional Factorial Split Plot designs is given by D.R. Bingham and R.R. 
Sitter [7]. This catalog presents available non-isomorphic designs for different 
number of factors and different fractionation. 
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CHAPTER 3 - CASE STUDY – PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
3.1. Selection of Problem/Opportunity to attack: 
The Production System model of the case study manufacturer emphasizes on 
identification and prioritization of losses as the first step in their model. In line with this, 
the losses from macro to micro level in each department plant wide are collected and 
prioritized based on B/C ratio [Benefit (Financial benefit of attacking the loss) to Cost 
(Cost incurred to attack the loss)]. Based on prioritization of losses, one of the major 
losses in the crankshaft department was from rejection rate on the crankshafts due to 
grinding burns. Followed by prioritization, the project is released, with identified Project 
Leader, methodology and estimated B/C ratio. “Reduction of reject rate on crankshafts 
due to grinding burn” was released as an opportunity statement for Advanced Kaizen, 
with Lead engineer of crankshaft department as the project leader. This thesis was done 
with coordination with the Project leader. Kaizen means gradual unending improvement 
by doing little things better and setting and achieving increasingly higher standards [6]. 
Advanced Kaizen uses more complex tools like Design of Experiments, Processing Point 
Analysis to attack chronic problems. The Advanced Kaizen needs a team of specialized 
people who are familiar with the process and takes longer time than Standard Kaizen and 
Major Kaizen. The Advanced Kaizen consists of 7 steps: 
1. Prepare the project charter, team, skill levels of team, time plan, B/C 
ratio. 
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2. Go to the location of the defect, understand the facts and define the 
problem more precisely. 
3. Brainstorm with the team to identify the root cause/ identify the 
possible factors that may influence the output objective. 
4. Set the response variable target and design choice. 
5. Perform the experiments, identify and take required action. 
6. Check results, DOE Model Prediction versus confirmation of test 
results. 
7. Standardize and establish control. 
Step one of Advanced Kaizen methodology consists of developing a project charter, 
selecting the team and developing the time plan. The cost to do the project and benefit 
that will be attained with the project is estimated by the project leader. A project plan 
showing different activities and time plan is prepared. During step one, a cross functional 
team consisting of operator, quality personnel, maintenance personnel, coordinator and 
production supervisor is formed to work on the project. Radar charts are used to identify 
and evaluate the skill levels of all the team members. The skill level gaps are fulfilled by 
appropriate training The team members of this project were familiar and had applied root 
cause tools like 4M, 5 Why's. However the team did not have a lot of experience in 
Design of Experiments. This thesis explores the Advanced Kaizen methodology with 
Design of Experiments to address the opportunity statement of reducing grinding burns in 
crankshaft department. 
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3.2. Defining the opportunity statement using 5G and 5W1H tools: 
 Scientific Mindset by Ohno Taiichi: On the shop floor it is important to start with actual 
phenomenon and search for the root cause in order to solve the problem. In other words 
we must emphasize getting the facts [2].  
Following the Ohno Taiichi's Toyota Production System model, the Production System 
model of the case study manufacturer emphasizes on getting the facts about the problem 
and defining the problem more precisely as a first step. 2 tools commonly used for this 
purpose in World Class Manufacturing Production Systems Model are 5G and 5W1H. 
The description and ideology behind 5G is given below. 
5G: 
1. Gemba (actual site) 
2. Genbutsu (actual thing) 
3. Genjitsu (actual situation / occurrence) 
4. Genri (the theory) 
5. Gensoku (standards) 
“If you go to the place where things are happening, study the thing that is suffering/ 
producing effects, analyze the real situation using the theory, probably you're going to 
find a solution and "create" the standards to avoid re-occurrence”.[3] 
 3G was performed by the team by going to the location of the defect, observing and 
analyzing the crankshafts with grinding burn and collecting all the data about the 
grinding burn defects. The team followed the 3G with a 5W1H as shown in figure 3.1 to 
clearly define the problem statement. 
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The observations indicated a need for complete statistical analysis to study how the 
grinding variables were contributing towards burn and an Advanced Kaizen for 
understanding the root cause of the burn. However as an interim countermeasure, 
standard operating procedure for dressing the wheel and selecting the parameters were 
posted near the grinding machine and the operators were advised to scrape the grinding 
wheel once a day. 
As seen above, the Advanced Kaizen tools aided in identifying and defining the problem 
more precisely. If the tools were not used, the team would have been attacking the 
Figure 3.1. 5W1H analysis done for the case study 
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general issue of grinding burn as opposed to thinking about the variables that may 
contribute to the grinding burn on just the B-side flange of the main journal. 
The opportunity statement, thus evolved from  
“Crankshafts are rejected due to grinding burn and rejection rate is high”  
to  
“The crankshafts produced by main grinders that don't have enclosed coolant guard are 
rejected at roll-scan due to softening burn or burn due to residual stresses on B side of 
number 4 main sidewall.”  
3.3 Selecting the factors and levels using 4M tool: 
The 3G and 5W1H tools redefined the opportunity statement more precisely and also 
identified the grinding burn phenomenon as a chronic issue. The brainstorming for 
selecting the control variables was based on the problem statement from 5W1H. Using 
4M (Man, Machine, Material, Method Cause and Effect Analysis) analysis as shown in 
figure 3.2, 6 factors were selected for the Design of Experiments and are as follows: 
Work Speed, Wheel Feed, Wheel Speed, Steady rest setting/Tailstock pressure, Spark 
Split, Age of the wheel. 
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The theory behind selecting these factors is explained below. 
Work Speed:   
 With the increased work speed, the work is in contact with the grinding wheel less 
time, and exits the zero clearance area of the grinding wheel against the thrust face, and 
then becomes doused with coolant. In other words, the crank is subjected to hot spot for a 
very less amount of time, hence grinding burn should be less with high work speed.  
Wheel Feed: 
 Higher the feed can cause more power to be transmitted to crank as heat causing 
thermal damage. Excessive feed rate or stock removal can cause power losses into the 
work piece in the form of heat as the same amount of work (cubic centimeters of stock 
removed) is occurring in less time.  
Wheel Speed:  
Figure 3.2. 4M analysis used for case study. 
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 Higher wheel speed causes more heat at the grinding point of contact, causing 
grinding burn. The work speed and wheel speed combination affects the relative speed, 
grinding speed ratio and can play a major role in grinding. 
Steady rest setting and Tailstock pressure:  
 Higher the pressure applied to crank, the crank is held stiffer and can affect the 
grinding forces, consequently causing burning. The headrest setting restrains the 
crankshaft from deflections caused by grinding forces along the main journals or length 
of crankshaft. Greater steady rest would cause the two thrust walls to open up on the side 
of the crankshaft that the wheel is grinding. Greater the tail-stock pressure would cause 
left and right thrust walls to be pinched closer together. As the fillet is ground, the 
stresses in the crank change and the tailstock pressure can cause the width to reduce after 
the radius is ground. 
Spark split:  
 Spark split is lateral positioning of a crankshaft to equalize grinding wheel cut on 
the side wall portions of the crank main/pin to be ground. In other words, spark split is 
how close we grind the center of the #4 Main (removing equal stock from both sides). In 
the experimental machine team chose, the lateral positioning is done only on the left 
thrust wall or side A. If the milling operation done before grinding was not done 
correctly, setting a wrong spark split can increase the risk of burning as more material has 
to be removed from the right side thrust wall or side B, hence more work & more heat 
generated on the right side. 
Age of the wheel: 
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 In grinding terminology, wheel age is defined as the amount of material removal 
since the last re-dressing by the operator. However, here the age of the wheel is referred 
to as the i
th 
number of crank since last dressing
.
 As noted earlier, the dressing of side 
wheel happens only once during the start of grinding. Hence the age of the wheel is 
referred as the number of cranks produced on the grinding machine with a specific wheel. 
The wheel gets softer with use, hence may cause burns with older wheel. 
3.4 Selection of response variable and measurement techniques: 
The crankshafts are inspected for grinding burn with Rollscan 200. Rollscan employs 
Barkhausen's signal to detect hardness and sub-surface tensile stresses. Based on 
historical data, the intensity of the Barkhausen signal above 70 indicates grinding burn.  
The rollscan reading is taken at 3 places on the crank #4 main. At 0mm from the fillet, 
3.5mm from fillet and at 7 mm from the fillet on both A and B flanges of #4 mains. 
Hence the rollscan reading at 0, 3.5mm, 7mm are recorded as response variable for this 
design of experiments. Different factors along with their levels are shown in the 
following table 3.1.  
It is important to define the responses and factors that might impact the experiment. The 
manufacturer’s Production system tool box recommends to identify them, define how to 
measure, if we have any known interactions and limits for them by including the 
following variables: Response variables, Control variables, “Held Constant Factors” and 
nuisance variables. The data collection sheet in table 3.2. is used for that purpose. 
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Table 3.2. Data sheet for variables and measuring systems 
CONTROL VARIABLES
S.No Factors Type - Level + Level
A Work Speed (RPM) Categoric 36 72
BAge of the wheel (No. of cranks produced) Numeric 100 250
C Wheel Feed (mm/sec) Numeric 0.1 0.15
D Headstock/tailstock setting Categoric
E Wheel Speed (SFPM) Numeric 7000 8400
F Spark split (inches) Numeric .004” .012”
RESPONSE VARIABLE Amplitude of Barkhausen noise signal
.002" lift 0 push 
& 80 psi
.005" lift .001" 
push & 150 psi
Table 3.1. Factors and levels 
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3.5 Choice of experimental design: 
Ideally while running a DOE, all possible treatment combinations have to be run in a 
completely randomized order to satisfy the statistical assumption that all observations (or 
errors) are independently distributed random variables. Also, the experiments have to be 
replicated to estimate the experimental error. However, Production environment is always 
posed with challenges in terms of resources, time and cost. Running a design of 
experiment in such scenarios need proper planning and organizing between different 
resources. 
The restrictions this case study on grinding presented are listed below: 
1. The speed of the work has to be changed on the PLC by an electrician and since 
the electrician is shared by different departments at the Manufacturer’s site, 
availability of an electrician throughout the course of the experiment was a 
challenge. Also, age of the wheel was a factor to be studied in DOE. It is very 
expensive and hard to change the wheels of different ages between experiments 
and will also introduce more noise factors in terms of machine stability by doing 
so. 
2. It takes 30 minutes to grind mains of 1 crankshaft and maximum number of 
experiments that can be done on a single day without changing the operators will 
be 16.  
The design of experiments that were done in the past at Manufacturer’s site was 2K 
factorial experiments and people in the crank department were familiar with the 2 
K
.  
However the first restriction reads that 2 factors, “speed of the work” and “age of the 
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wheel” are hard to change. In such situations, the experimenter restricts randomization by 
fixing the levels of hard to change factors and then run all combinations of easy to change 
factors. These types of experiments are called Split Plot Designs.  In this Advanced 
Kaizen for lowering the grinding burn, Split plot design was applied with speed of the 
work and age of the wheel as whole plot factors and speed of the wheel, 
headstock/tailstock pressure settings, spark split, wheel feed as subplot factors. 
Based on the second restriction, we can run only 16 runs/day. That would be equivalent 
to running a 2
4
 factorial. There are 6 factors to study, hence leading to a Fractional 
Factorial design. Combining the fractional factorial with randomization restriction, 
Fractional Factorial Split Plot design 2
(2+4)-(0+2)
 was the right choice for the scenario in the 
thesis. The team decided to replicate the experiments to get a better estimate of 
experimental error. 
Catalog of D.R. Bingham & R.R. Sitter's Minimum Aberration rule for 16 run 
experiments lists the following 2 designs as shown in Table 3.3. for 2
(2+4)-(0+2)
  
fractionation: 
 where, 
Design -1 Design -2
Generators e=ABc; f=Bcd e=ABc; f=ABd
I=ABce=Bcdf=Aedf I=ABce=ABdf=cedf
Word Length WLP={0,3} WLP={0,3}
Resolution Resolution-4 design Resolution-4 design
ce=AB ce=AB; df=AB; ce=df=AB
Alias b/w whole plot & sub plot 
factors
Table 3.3: Non-isomorphic designs based on Min Aberration 
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B= Age of the wheel, A= Speed of the work are whole plot factors 
c= Wheel feed, d= Headrest/tailstock setting, e= wheel speed, f= spark split are sub plot 
factors.  
Both the designs are Resolution -IV designs (All the main effects are clear from 
confounding, whereas 2 factor interactions may be confounded with other 2 factor 
interactions) and have the same word length pattern (Word length pattern is the length of 
defining words, starting with length of 3).  In design 2, based on discussions from 
Bisgaard, all 2 factor subplot interactions have to be tested against WP error whereas in 
Design-1 only one 2 factor interaction has to be tested against whole plot error. Hence 
design 1 is a better option and was chosen in this case-study. 
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CHAPTER 4 - CASE STUDY -EXPERIMENTAL SET UP AND 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
4.1. Experimental Plan: 
Split Plot Fractional Factorial Design with one replication was evaluated in the case study 
for studying the factors influencing the grinding burn. Details pertaining to the 
experiment are presented below. 
Whole Plot and Sub Plot Layout: 
In this DOE, the experiments were set up with speed of the work (A) and age of the 
wheel (B) as whole plot factors and Wheel feed (c), Headrest/tailstock setting (d), Wheel 
speed (e), Spark split (f) as sub plot factors. There are two different randomizations in the 
Split plot design – one for the main plot and other for the sub plot. Main plots treatments 
are first randomly assigned to the main plots, then sub plot treatments are randomly 
assigned within each main plot. There are 4 runs for whole plot factors A, B {(-, -), (-, +), 
(+, -), (+, +)}. These 4 runs are randomly assigned. Within these 4 sets of runs, the 
remaining 4 factors c, d, e, and f are randomly assigned. The experimental run order is 
indicated in table 4.1. As we can note, the electrician was needed only 4 times/ replicate 
as opposed to need of 16 times and experiments were done incrementally when the age of 
wheel was 100 and 250. 
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4.2. Analysis of results: 
The model for the split plot design is given by [9] 
Yijk=Y..+ Mi + Bj + dij + Sk +(MS)ik + eijk  
Where Yijk = an observation 
StdOrder RunOrder WPWork Speed[HTC]Age[HTC] Feed HeadstockWheel SpeedSpark split
2 1 1 Speed 1 100 0.15 D1 8400 0.012
1 2 1 Speed 1 100 0.1 D1 7000 0.004
3 3 1 Speed 1 100 0.1 D2 7000 0.012
4 4 1 Speed 1 100 0.15 D2 8400 0.004
21 5 6 Speed 2 100 0.1 D1 8400 0.012
24 6 6 Speed 2 100 0.15 D2 7000 0.012
23 7 6 Speed 2 100 0.1 D2 8400 0.004
22 8 6 Speed 2 100 0.15 D1 7000 0.004
18 9 5 Speed 1 100 0.15 D1 8400 0.012
17 10 5 Speed 1 100 0.1 D1 7000 0.004
20 11 5 Speed 1 100 0.15 D2 8400 0.004
19 12 5 Speed 1 100 0.1 D2 7000 0.012
5 13 2 Speed 2 100 0.1 D1 8400 0.012
6 14 2 Speed 2 100 0.15 D1 7000 0.004
8 15 2 Speed 2 100 0.15 D2 7000 0.012
7 16 2 Speed 2 100 0.1 D2 8400 0.004
12 17 3 Speed 1 250 0.15 D2 7000 0.004
11 18 3 Speed 1 250 0.1 D2 8400 0.012
10 19 3 Speed 1 250 0.15 D1 7000 0.012
9 20 3 Speed 1 250 0.1 D1 8400 0.004
28 21 7 Speed 1 250 0.15 D2 7000 0.004
27 22 7 Speed 1 250 0.1 D2 8400 0.012
26 23 7 Speed 1 250 0.15 D1 7000 0.012
25 24 7 Speed 1 250 0.1 D1 8400 0.004
30 25 8 Speed 2 250 0.15 D1 8400 0.004
32 26 8 Speed 2 250 0.15 D2 8400 0.012
31 27 8 Speed 2 250 0.1 D2 7000 0.004
29 28 8 Speed 2 250 0.1 D1 7000 0.012
15 29 4 Speed 2 250 0.1 D2 7000 0.004
14 30 4 Speed 2 250 0.15 D1 8400 0.004
16 31 4 Speed 2 250 0.15 D2 8400 0.012
13 32 4 Speed 2 250 0.1 D1 7000 0.012
Table 4.1. Run order for experimental setup 
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Y..= the experiment mean 
Mi = the main plot treatment effect 
Bj = the block effect 
dij = the main plot error (error a) 
Sk = the subplot treatment effect 
(MS)ik = the main plot and subplot treatment interaction effect 
eijk = the subplot error (error b) 
i = a particular main plot treatment 
j = a particular block 
k = a particular subplot treatment 
Hypothesis: 
H0: There is no effect due to the particular factor 
H1: There is a significant effect due to particular factor. 
The test statistics used for testing this hypothesis is F statistics,  
Where F =Mean Square of factor/ Mean square of correct error [8]. 
Once F statistics is calculated, p value can be used to test the null hypothesis. 
It is easier to understand the ANOVA by splitting into whole plot ANOVA and sub plot 
ANOVA. 
Whole Plot Analysis: 
 In the experiments, the cranks are randomly assigned whole plot levels of A, B in 
2
2
 design (-,-), (-, +), (+, +), (+, -). This part of the experiment is arranged as a 
completely randomized design with 2 replicates, assigning 4 runs per replicate. 
Therefore the total degrees of freedom for whole plots equal 7 (2*4-1). Factors A 
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and B have 2 levels each and have 1 degree of freedom for each factor plus 1 
degree of freedom for A*B interaction. This leaves (7-3=4) degrees of freedom 
for whole plot error.  
 The model for whole plot can be written as: 
Average response = A+B+ A*B +WP error 
 The sum of squares for each term is obtained by dividing it with its degree of 
freedom and mean square error MSA= SSA/DF.  
 The whole-plot experimental error is estimated by examining the variability that 
occurs between the 4 runs within each of the replication and f statistic for whole 
plot factors are obtained by dividing mean square error of the factor by whole plot 
mean square. 
Sub Plot Analysis: 
 This analysis is based on the observations within the whole plots.  
 The model for the sub plot can be written as 
Average response = A+B+ A*B +WP error + c+ d+ Ac+ Ad + Bc + Bd+ cd+ e + ABd+ 
Acd+f +ABCD + subplot error. 
 As this design is a fractional factorial design, some of the interactions like Be, ef 
are not shown as they are aliased with other interaction terms.  
 The F statistics for split plot factors use the split plot error term 
4.3. Results and Discussion: 
The amplitude of the Barkhausen noise signal for different experimental settings 
measured across 3 locations of side A and side B of the crank main are given in table 4.2. 
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The results are summarized for 6 different output readings in Table 4.3. The ANOVA 
tables are included in Appendix A-1. 
 
Table 4.3:Summary of results from ANOVA 
Side A Side B
BN signal measured at 0 mm 
from journal diameter of 
crank No factors are significant at 95% CI Age of the wheel is significant
BN signal measured at 3.5 mm 
from journal diameter of 
crank
Factor B - Age of the wheel and 
Interaction A*B -Speed of the work 
* Age of the wheel are significant
Age of the wheel, Speed of the 
work and interaction Age of the 
wheel* Speed of work*Spark split 
is significant
BN signal measured at 7 mm 
from journal diameter of 
crank No factors are significant at 95% CI No factors are significant at 95% CI
 
Table 4.2. Experimental results 
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From the initial problem statement, the burns were occurring on the side-B of the crank 
journal. The experiments also revealed higher readings of Barkhausen noise amplitude in 
the side B, especially at 3.5 mm from the crank main. Hence, further discussions are 
focused on the results from side-B. The ANOVA table for side B at 3.5 mm is shown in 
Table 4.3 and the estimated coefficients are given in Table 4.4. . Comparison of side A 
versus side B reveals an additional 3 factor significance at side B.  The experiments were 
run as fractional factorial experiments with resolution IV design. Hence the 3 factor 
interactions are aliased with other 3 factor interaction and are not a good predictor. Next 
set of experiments to study these factors more closely can reveal important results. 
Table 4.3: ANOVA for side B- 3.5 mm 
Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F P
Work Speed[HTC] 1 372.65 372.645 372.645 9.7 0.036 Significant
Age[HTC] 1 325.12 325.125 325.125 8.46 0.044 Significant
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC] 1 38.72 38.72 38.72 1.01 0.372
WP Error 4 153.65 153.65 38.413 1.59 0.239
Feed 1 24.5 24.5 24.5 1.02 0.333
Headstock 1 0.15 0.151 0.151 0.01 0.938
Wheel Speed 1 50 50 50 2.07 0.175
Spark split 1 30.81 30.811 30.811 1.28 0.28
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed 1 89.78 89.78 89.78 3.72 0.078
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock 1 71.4 71.401 71.401 2.96 0.111
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed 1 1.28 1.28 1.28 0.05 0.822
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split 1 0.01 0.011 0.011 0 0.983
Age[HTC]*Headstock 1 0.78 0.781 0.781 0.03 0.86
Age[HTC]*Spark split 1 19.53 19.531 19.531 0.81 0.386
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock 1 33.21 33.211 33.211 1.38 0.263
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split 1 533.01 533.011 533.011 22.11 0.001 Significant
SP Error 12 289.33 289.33 24.111
Total 31 2033.94
Analysis of Variance for Side B-3.5
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Table 4.4: Estimated effects and coefficients for side B-3.5mm 
Term EffectCoef SE Coef T P
Constant 73.4 1.0956 66.99 0
Work Speed[HTC] 6.83 3.413 1.0956 3.11 0.036
Age[HTC] 6.38 3.187 1.0956 2.91 0.044
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC] 2.2 1.1 1.0956 1 0.372
Feed 1.75 0.875 0.868 1.01 0.333
Headstock 0.14 0.069 0.868 0.08 0.938
Wheel Speed 2.5 1.25 0.868 1.44 0.175
Spark split -2 -0.981 0.868 -1.13 0.28
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed -3.4 -1.675 0.868 -1.93 0.078
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock 2.99 1.494 0.868 1.72 0.111
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed 0.4 0.2 0.868 0.23 0.822
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split -0 -0.019 0.868 -0.02 0.983
Age[HTC]*Headstock 0.31 0.156 0.868 0.18 0.86
Age[HTC]*Spark split -1.6 -0.781 0.868 -0.9 0.386
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock -2 -1.019 0.868 -1.17 0.263
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split 8.16 4.081 0.868 4.7 0.001
Estimated Effects and Coefficients for side B- 3.5 mm
 
S = 4.91028      R-Sq(SP) = 74.70% 
S(WP) = 1.89088  R-Sq(WP) = 82.74% 
 
 
Effect of age of wheel: 
As the age of the wheel increases, the grits get duller, which may result in increased 
specific energy and more tendency to burn. Referring to table 1, comparison of ANOVA 
results at different lengths, the age of the wheel did not have significant effect at B 7mm. 
This can be explained by the radial wear happening in the wheel at the periphery. Radial 
wheel wear happens in 2 steps, the first during the finish grinding of previous main 
journal, second during the rough grinding of the journal being ground. The roughing of 
journal diameter is initiated during sidewall grinding leading to the second step radial 
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wear. Due to this accumulated radial wear, the abrasive grits that are exposed to the side 
wall at 7mm are relatively sharper and hence does not cause grinding burn.  
 
 At B-0 and B-3.5mm, the age of the wheel is significant. However, the effect of age of 
wheel is more prominent at 3.5mm from diameter than at the diameter (0mm). This can 
be attributed to the lack of coolant in the middle zone to reduce frictional heat. The main 
effect plots of the age of the wheel can be seen in figure 4.3.1.  
Effect of work speed: 
With the increased work speed, Barkhausen noise amplitude showed an increase at 0 mm 
and 3.5 mm whereas at 7mm the increased speed lowered the Barkhausen number. The 
fundamentals of grinding from most analytical models show increase in temperature with 
increased work speed due to increased friction coefficient between the work piece and 
Figure 4.3.1. Main Effects Plot for Age of the wheel 
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grain.  The increase in Barkhausen noise amplitude at B-0 and B-3.5 mm indicate this 
phenomenon. The drop in temperature at B-7 mm, which is the farther distance from the 
main journal diameter, can be explained in two steps, 
 1. As the heat source and convection act on the surface, different parts of the work 
piece material must experience a different heating and cooling history. The maximum 
work piece background temperature, which is the average temperature at the surface of 
the work piece as a result of all the cutting grains would comparatively be lower for 7 
mm as it is closer to the convective effects of coolant.  
 2. The localized temperature, which is the heat generated from individual grain-
work piece interface  is reduced further by the increased work speed as the localized heat 
zone is doused with coolant more quickly and can be attributed to the convection effects 
of coolant.   
The mean effect plots for work speed are listed in figure 4.3.2. Though the work speed 
reduces the grinding zone temperature at 7 mm, the factor is not beneficial for optimizing 
the variables as it shows different characteristics in different locations. 
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Figure 4.3.2. Main effects plot for work speed 
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1. Conclusion: 
◦ Models from past research and the overall variables affecting the grinding 
burn presents a lot of variables that can be experimented using Design of experiments. 
The root cause analysis in the advanced kaizen methodology helps in focusing the 
brainstorming based on the facts collected from the real problem. The methodology 
and the logical approach to selecting the variables have been explained in this thesis.  
◦ The analytical models helped understand the mechanism of grinding, however 
the analytical models were based on cylindrical grinding or surface grinding. The 
crankshaft side wall grinding is a face grinding operation and more study into such 
models is needed. 
◦ The variables like headstock, tail stock setting, spark split, wheel speed, 
which the case study team selected as most probable factors affecting burn did not 
come out as significant effects. However the Design of experiments enabled to verify 
it more logically as opposed to changing one factor at a time and reviewing the results. 
◦ Age of the wheel and speed of the work came as significant factors. Both 
these factors are hard to change factors, with Split Plot design, the precision of hard to 
change factors is less. Hence fitting a regression equation based on these factors will 
not be a good predictor model. Also, the R
2 
value is not high, which again indicates the 
need for further experimentation. 
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◦ Advanced kaizen methodology using Design of experiments can bring good 
benefits, if done completely. Design of experiments is a sequential iterative process, 
hence the project plan in advanced kaizen should include time and cost for iterative 
experiments. This is one of the major challenges faced during the case study. 
◦ The case study introduced the Split plot analysis at the automotive 
manufacturer, as opposed to the regular factorial design and improved the validity of 
results. 
5.2. Future work: 
1. The interaction of work speed, age of the wheel and spark split came out as a 
significant factor. The effects could not be completely understood due to aliasing 
effects of the fractional factorial. Further experimentation with these factors on a 
full factorial design can reveal important information. 
2. Age of the wheel has a major role in grinding burn. The dressing parameters like 
dressing angle and dressing lead influences the age of the wheel. A Design of 
experiments can be done to study the influence of these parameters. 
3. The effect of material and induction hardening can have impacts on the onset of 
grinding burn. Tests using Taguchi's method can be employed to study the effects  
 of these noise variables. 
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Appendix: A-1- Minitab results for ANOVA 
Split-Plot Factorial Fit: Side A-0mm versus Work Speed[H, Age[HTC], Feed, 
... 
 
Estimated Effects and Coefficients for Side A-0mm (coded units) 
 
Term                                  Effect    Coef  SE Coef      T      P 
Constant                                      53.625    2.408  22.27  0.000 
Work Speed[HTC]                       10.288   5.144    2.408   2.14  0.100 
Age[HTC]                              12.775   6.388    2.408   2.65  0.057 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]               2.663   1.331    2.408   0.55  0.610 
Feed                                  10.587   5.294    2.230   2.37  0.035 
Headstock                             -6.513  -3.256    2.230  -1.46  0.170 
Wheel Speed                            5.450   2.725    2.230   1.22  0.245 
Spark split                            1.913   0.956    2.230   0.43  0.676 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                   3.600   1.800    2.230   0.81  0.435 
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock              3.900   1.950    2.230   0.87  0.399 
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed           -1.262  -0.631    2.230  -0.28  0.782 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split           -1.525  -0.762    2.230  -0.34  0.738 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                    -2.737  -1.369    2.230  -0.61  0.551 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                   3.662   1.831    2.230   0.82  0.428 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock     1.025   0.513    2.230   0.23  0.822 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split  -3.475  -1.737    2.230  -0.78  0.451 
 
 
S = 12.6166      R-Sq(SP) = 51.54% 
S(WP) = 2.57051  R-Sq(WP) = 74.84% 
 
 
Analysis of Variance for Side A-0mm (coded units) 
 
Source                                DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS     F 
Work Speed[HTC]                        1   846.66   846.66   846.66  4.56 
Age[HTC]                               1  1305.61  1305.60  1305.60  7.03 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]               1    56.71    56.71    56.71  0.31 
WP Error                               4   742.43   742.43   185.61  1.17 
Feed                                   1   896.76   896.76   896.76  5.63 
Headstock                              1   339.30   339.30   339.30  2.13 
Wheel Speed                            1   237.62   237.62   237.62  1.49 
Spark split                            1    29.26    29.26    29.26  0.18 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                   1   103.68   103.68   103.68  0.65 
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock              1   121.68   121.68   121.68  0.76 
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed            1    12.75    12.75    12.75  0.08 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split            1    18.60    18.60    18.60  0.12 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                     1    59.95    59.95    59.95  0.38 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                   1   107.31   107.31   107.31  0.67 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock     1     8.41     8.41     8.41  0.05 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split   1    96.60    96.60    96.60  0.61 
SP Error                              12  1910.14  1910.14   159.18 
Total                                 31  6893.48 
 
Split-Plot Factorial Fit: Side A-3.5 m versus Work Speed[H, Age[HTC], Feed, 
...  
 
Estimated Effects and Coefficients for Side A-3.5 mm (coded units) 
 
Term                                  Effect    Coef  SE Coef      T      P 
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Constant                                      63.263   0.9814  64.46  0.000 
Work Speed[HTC]                        2.025   1.013   0.9814   1.03  0.361 
Age[HTC]                              14.800   7.400   0.9814   7.54  0.002 * 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]               5.975   2.988   0.9814   3.04  0.038 * 
Feed                                   7.362   3.681   1.6368   2.25  0.044 * 
Headstock                             -4.950  -2.475   1.6368  -1.51  0.156 
Wheel Speed                            2.363   1.181   1.6368   0.72  0.484 
Spark split                            3.238   1.619   1.6368   0.99  0.342 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                  -1.362  -0.681   1.6368  -0.42  0.685 
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock              4.475   2.238   1.6368   1.37  0.197 
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed            2.363   1.181   1.6368   0.72  0.484 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split           -0.962  -0.481   1.6368  -0.29  0.774 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                    -3.850  -1.925   1.6368  -1.18  0.262 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                  -4.663  -2.331   1.6368  -1.42  0.180 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock    -0.800  -0.400   1.6368  -0.24  0.811 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split   5.763   2.881   1.6368   1.76  0.104 
 
 
S = 9.25930  R-Sq(SP) = 60.08% 
S(WP) = *    R-Sq(WP) = 94.38% 
 
 
Analysis of Variance for Side A-3.5 mm (coded units) 
 
Source                                DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS      F 
Work Speed[HTC]                        1    32.81    32.81    32.81   1.06 
Age[HTC]                               1  1752.32  1752.32  1752.32  56.85 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]               1   285.61   285.61   285.61   9.27 
WP Error                               4   123.30   123.30    30.82   0.36 
Feed                                   1   433.65   433.65   433.65   5.06 
Headstock                              1   196.02   196.02   196.02   2.29 
Wheel Speed                            1    44.65    44.65    44.65   0.52 
Spark split                            1    83.85    83.85    83.85   0.98 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                   1    14.85    14.85    14.85   0.17 
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock              1   160.21   160.21   160.21   1.87 
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed            1    44.65    44.65    44.65   0.52 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split            1     7.41     7.41     7.41   0.09 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                     1   118.58   118.58   118.58   1.38 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                   1   173.91   173.91   173.91   2.03 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock     1     5.12     5.12     5.12   0.06 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split   1   265.65   265.65   265.65   3.10 
SP Error                              12  1028.82  1028.82    85.73 
Total                                 31  4771.40 
 
  
Split-Plot Factorial Fit: Side A- 7 mm versus Work Speed[H, Age[HTC], 
Feed, ...  
 
Estimated Effects and Coefficients for Side A- 7 mm (coded units) 
 
Term                                  Effect    Coef  SE Coef      T      P 
Constant                                      47.203    2.236  21.11  0.000 
Work Speed[HTC]                       -3.794  -1.897    2.236  -0.85  0.444 
Age[HTC]                               8.569   4.284    2.236   1.92  0.128 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]               0.169   0.084    2.236   0.04  0.972 
Feed                                  -5.131  -2.566    2.275  -1.13  0.281 
Headstock                             -1.844  -0.922    2.275  -0.41  0.692 
Wheel Speed                            1.406   0.703    2.275   0.31  0.763 
Spark split                           -5.931  -2.966    2.275  -1.30  0.217 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                   0.994   0.497    2.275   0.22  0.831 
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Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock              1.981   0.991    2.275   0.44  0.671 
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed            4.781   2.391    2.275   1.05  0.314 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split            1.219   0.609    2.275   0.27  0.793 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                    -3.031  -1.516    2.275  -0.67  0.518 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                   0.131   0.066    2.275   0.03  0.977 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock    -7.656  -3.828    2.275  -1.68  0.118 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split  -0.769  -0.384    2.275  -0.17  0.869 
 
 
S = 12.8674  R-Sq(SP) = 39.85% 
S(WP) = *    R-Sq(WP) = 52.34% 
 
 
Analysis of Variance for Side A- 7 mm (coded units) 
 
Source                                DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS     F 
Work Speed[HTC]                        1   115.14   115.14  115.140  0.72 
Age[HTC]                               1   587.39   587.39  587.388  3.67 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]               1     0.23     0.23    0.228  0.00 
WP Error                               4   639.87   639.87  159.968  0.97 
Feed                                   1   210.64   210.64  210.638  1.27 
Headstock                              1    27.20    27.20   27.195  0.16 
Wheel Speed                            1    15.82    15.82   15.820  0.10 
Spark split                            1   281.44   281.44  281.438  1.70 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                   1     7.90     7.90    7.900  0.05 
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock              1    31.40    31.40   31.403  0.19 
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed            1   182.88   182.88  182.883  1.10 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split            1    11.88    11.88   11.883  0.07 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                     1    73.51    73.51   73.508  0.44 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                   1     0.14     0.14    0.138  0.00 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock     1   468.95   468.95  468.945  2.83 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split   1     4.73     4.73    4.728  0.03 
SP Error                              12  1986.84  1986.84  165.570 
Total                                 31  4645.95 
 
Split-Plot Factorial Fit: Side B-0mm versus Work Speed[H, Age[HTC], Feed, 
...  
 
Estimated Effects and Coefficients for Side B-0mm (coded units) 
 
Term                                  Effect    Coef  SE Coef      T      P 
Constant                                      61.953    2.980  20.79  0.000 
Work Speed[HTC]                       14.944   7.472    2.980   2.51  0.066 
Age[HTC]                              20.181  10.091    2.980   3.39  0.028 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]               6.669   3.334    2.980   1.12  0.326 
Feed                                   1.631   0.816    2.229   0.37  0.721 
Headstock                              1.919   0.959    2.229   0.43  0.675 
Wheel Speed                            1.519   0.759    2.229   0.34  0.739 
Spark split                           -4.594  -2.297    2.229  -1.03  0.323 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                   0.744   0.372    2.229   0.17  0.870 
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock              2.656   1.328    2.229   0.60  0.562 
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed            1.156   0.578    2.229   0.26  0.800 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split           -4.256  -2.128    2.229  -0.95  0.359 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                    -1.181  -0.591    2.229  -0.26  0.796 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                   4.556   2.278    2.229   1.02  0.327 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock     2.656   1.328    2.229   0.60  0.562 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split   3.794   1.897    2.229   0.85  0.412 
 
 
S = 12.6113      R-Sq(SP) = 29.62% 
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S(WP) = 5.59423  R-Sq(WP) = 82.61% 
 
 
Analysis of Variance for Side B-0mm (coded units) 
 
Source                                DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS      F 
Work Speed[HTC]                        1  1786.53  1786.53  1786.53   6.29 
Age[HTC]                               1  3258.26  3258.26  3258.26  11.46 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]               1   355.78   355.78   355.78   1.25 
WP Error                               4  1136.91  1136.91   284.23   1.79 
Feed                                   1    21.29    21.29    21.29   0.13 
Headstock                              1    29.45    29.45    29.45   0.19 
Wheel Speed                            1    18.45    18.45    18.45   0.12 
Spark split                            1   168.82   168.82   168.82   1.06 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                   1     4.43     4.43     4.43   0.03 
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock              1    56.45    56.45    56.45   0.35 
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed            1    10.70    10.70    10.70   0.07 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split            1   144.93   144.93   144.93   0.91 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                     1    11.16    11.16    11.16   0.07 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                   1   166.08   166.08   166.08   1.04 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock     1    56.45    56.45    56.45   0.35 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split   1   115.14   115.14   115.14   0.72 
SP Error                              12  1908.54  1908.54   159.04 
Total                                 31  9249.34 
 
 
  
Split-Plot Factorial Fit: Side B-3.5 m versus Work Speed[H, Age[HTC], Feed, 
...  
 
Estimated Effects and Coefficients for Side B-3.5 mm (coded units) 
 
Term                                  Effect    Coef  SE Coef      T      P 
Constant                                      73.400   1.0956  66.99  0.000 
Work Speed[HTC]                        6.825   3.413   1.0956   3.11  0.036 * 
Age[HTC]                               6.375   3.187   1.0956   2.91  0.044 * 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]               2.200   1.100   1.0956   1.00  0.372 
Feed                                   1.750   0.875   0.8680   1.01  0.333 
Headstock                              0.138   0.069   0.8680   0.08  0.938 
Wheel Speed                            2.500   1.250   0.8680   1.44  0.175 
Spark split                           -1.962  -0.981   0.8680  -1.13  0.280 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                  -3.350  -1.675   0.8680  -1.93  0.078 
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock              2.988   1.494   0.8680   1.72  0.111 
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed            0.400   0.200   0.8680   0.23  0.822 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split           -0.038  -0.019   0.8680  -0.02  0.983 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                     0.312   0.156   0.8680   0.18  0.860 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                  -1.563  -0.781   0.8680  -0.90  0.386 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock    -2.037  -1.019   0.8680  -1.17  0.263 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split   8.162   4.081   0.8680   4.70  0.001 * 
 
 
S = 4.91028      R-Sq(SP) = 74.70% 
S(WP) = 1.89088  R-Sq(WP) = 82.74% 
 
 
Analysis of Variance for Side B-3.5 mm (coded units) 
 
Source                                DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS      F 
Work Speed[HTC]                        1   372.65  372.645  372.645   9.70 
Age[HTC]                               1   325.12  325.125  325.125   8.46 
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Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]               1    38.72   38.720   38.720   1.01 
WP Error                               4   153.65  153.650   38.413   1.59 
Feed                                   1    24.50   24.500   24.500   1.02 
Headstock                              1     0.15    0.151    0.151   0.01 
Wheel Speed                            1    50.00   50.000   50.000   2.07 
Spark split                            1    30.81   30.811   30.811   1.28 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                   1    89.78   89.780   89.780   3.72 
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock              1    71.40   71.401   71.401   2.96 
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed            1     1.28    1.280    1.280   0.05 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split            1     0.01    0.011    0.011   0.00 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                     1     0.78    0.781    0.781   0.03 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                   1    19.53   19.531   19.531   0.81 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock     1    33.21   33.211   33.211   1.38 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split   1   533.01  533.011  533.011  22.11 
SP Error                              12   289.33  289.330   24.111 
Total                                 31  2033.94 
 
 
  
Split-Plot Factorial Fit: Side B- 7 mm versus Work Speed[H, Age[HTC], 
Feed, ...  
 
Estimated Effects and Coefficients for Side B- 7 mm (coded units) 
 
Term                                  Effect    Coef  SE Coef      T      P 
Constant                                      60.653   0.7388  82.10  0.000 
Work Speed[HTC]                       -3.106  -1.553   0.7388  -2.10  0.103 
Age[HTC]                               0.681   0.341   0.7388   0.46  0.669 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]              -0.481  -0.241   0.7388  -0.33  0.761 
Feed                                   2.931   1.466   1.9979   0.73  0.477 
Headstock                             -5.244  -2.622   1.9979  -1.31  0.214 
Wheel Speed                            3.594   1.797   1.9979   0.90  0.386 
Spark split                            1.619   0.809   1.9979   0.41  0.693 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                  -2.806  -1.403   1.9979  -0.70  0.496 
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock             -1.381  -0.691   1.9979  -0.35  0.736 
Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed            1.781   0.891   1.9979   0.45  0.664 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split            2.181   1.091   1.9979   0.55  0.595 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                    -4.244  -2.122   1.9979  -1.06  0.309 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                   1.994   0.997   1.9979   0.50  0.627 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock    -5.331  -2.666   1.9979  -1.33  0.207 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split   5.306   2.653   1.9979   1.33  0.209 
 
 
S = 11.3018  R-Sq(SP) = 43.56% 
S(WP) = *    R-Sq(WP) = 54.22% 
 
 
Analysis of Variance for Side B- 7 mm (coded units) 
 
Source                                DF   Seq SS   Adj SS   Adj MS     F 
Work Speed[HTC]                        1    77.19    77.19   77.190  4.42 
Age[HTC]                               1     3.71     3.71    3.713  0.21 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]               1     1.85     1.85    1.853  0.11 
WP Error                               4    69.87    69.87   17.467  0.14 
Feed                                   1    68.74    68.74   68.738  0.54 
Headstock                              1   219.98   219.98  219.975  1.72 
Wheel Speed                            1   103.32   103.32  103.320  0.81 
Spark split                            1    20.96    20.96   20.963  0.16 
Work Speed[HTC]*Feed                   1    63.00    63.00   63.000  0.49 
Work Speed[HTC]*Headstock              1    15.26    15.26   15.263  0.12 
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Work Speed[HTC]*Wheel Speed            1    25.38    25.38   25.383  0.20 
Work Speed[HTC]*Spark split            1    38.06    38.06   38.063  0.30 
Age[HTC]*Headstock                     1   144.08   144.08  144.075  1.13 
Age[HTC]*Spark split                   1    31.80    31.80   31.800  0.25 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Headstock     1   227.38   227.38  227.378  1.78 
Work Speed[HTC]*Age[HTC]*Spark split   1   225.25   225.25  225.250  1.76 
SP Error                              12  1532.77  1532.77  127.731 
Total                                 31  2868.60 
 
 
  
 
